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See more on gay
marriage page s
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N.H. gay marriage law upheld
Amanda Newman
Business Manager
An attempt to repeal the newly-enacted
gay marriage legalization
faw in New Hampshire
failed in the N.H. House
of Representatives.
On Feb.17, the proposed bill, entitled
House Bill (HB) 1590,
which looked to fully repeal the law, along with
a constitutional amendment known as CACR 28
looking to ban same-sex
marriage in New Hampshire altogether, died in
the House.
CACR 28 was proposed with the intent to
"restore the definition of

'marriage• to the mean-

ing It has always had the union of one man
and one woman," according to
LetNHVote.com.
On June 3, 2009,
N.H. State Governor
John Lynch signed the
legislation that would replace civil unions and
make same-sex marriages legal in the state
starting Jan. 1, 2010. The
passing of the law made
New Hampshire the sixth

state in the country to
mocrats, offered his supadopt a gay marriage
port of the bill - and his
bill.
discontent with the ReThe same-sex law
publicans. "The Republiwas voted into action by
cans who have been
the N.H. House of Repre- working on this frivolous
sentatives vote of 198legislation are wasting
valuable time," Feinberg
176 Senate vote of 14-10,
said.
according to various reports. The majority party
"If they spent half as
in the House is Democmuch time on real legisrats.
lation.•• they could make
According to rea positive impact
ports1 Lynch called the
on the state intopic an "intensely passtead of continuing to
sionate and personal"
one, which can be seen
try to
hold
through the eyes of its
opponents. The opposthe
-4
ing Rep1.1blican p;utv l:aa$.
frequently· attempt~Cflo -- hinder the progress of
the bill throughout its
lifetime. From the bill's
proposal, Republicans
have fought hard against
the legalization. Their
most recent attempt,
the repeals, has undergone a lot of criticism.
Scott Feinberg, a
senior at Londonderry
High School in Londonderry, N.H., and the organizer of the
Londonderry Young De-

state back and reverse
important strides towards equality for gay
and lesbian couples."
Despite his dislike of
the Republicans' efforts
to shut down the bill,
Feinberg views the resentment as something
that could inadvertentfy
aid the gay marriage and
equ-.lity fight. "We have
See MARRIAGE page 2

Think before you toss
What really happens to your recyclables:
Ben Whitmore
Assistant News Editor

RIRRC
An RIRRC worker sifts through plastics. Contaminated plastics cannot
be recycled.

It's not a coincidence that
recycling comes last in the environmentalist mantra "reduce, reuse, recycle."
Sometimes, recycling habits
are not as eco-friendly as one
would think.
Putting the right recyclable
materials in their proper disposal bins is critical to recycling
effectively. Tossing pizza boxes
into a paper recycfing toter or
throwing margarine and yogurt
containers in with other plastics can send would-be recyclables to the landfill.
Contamination, or the
presence of non-approved materials in a recycling container,
poses a problem for those processing recyclable waste. BeSee RECYCLING page 4

New credit card· rules
· start this week
Allison Collins
News Editor
New credit card
rules went into effect on
Feb. 22, changing what
the credit card company
has to disclose and what
age you have to be to
open a credit card.
The Credit Card Act
of 2009 changes credit
card
rules

for people
under 21.
Those under
21 will need to
show their ability
to make payments
or need a cosigner to
open a credit card. If an

under-21 person wants
to increase his or her
credit limit, they wiU
need their cosigner to
agree to the increase in
writing.
There were also
changes to billing and
payments, starting this
week.
The credit card company is required to mail
or deliver your bill at
least 21 days before payment is due. The due
date will be the
same each
month, payment times can
not be cut off
before s
p.m.and

Mark Fil
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NewsBrl.&
BID would decrtmlnallze

marQuana
A bll lntroduced by Rep.
John Edwards (D- Tiverton,
Portsmouth), Introduced
leglslatlon that would decriminalize posession of up
to one ounce of marijuana.
Currently possession of marijuana can carry penalties of
up to one year in jail and a
$500 fine. Under this legislation, possession would receive civil fines of $150 per
occurance.

•
Polar~ungeRescheduled

The Polar Plunge, originally
scheduled for Mar. 6 Is now
rescheduled for Mar. 27.
More than 2 million pounds
of sewage was spilled into
Mount Hope Bay, causing
the date change.

•
Law llmitlng leaflets to be
read at Bristol town councD

.
The proposed new law cites
public safety concerns and
limlted where and,
zens can distribute materials
during parades. This comes
after last year's July 4 parade, when a member of the
Tea Party group In R.I. distributed Declarations of Independence, U.S.
Constitutions and other materials to people along the
parade route. Other Items,
lncluding promotional Items
,
.
for a politician were also
found during the clean up of
last July's parade.

•
Julia Alvarez visits
Renound poet and writer
Julia Alvarez will deliver a
speech Thursday at 5:30
p.m. in the Recreation
Center. Alvarez will share
insights and oberservations of the Latino experence in the United States.

•

Ex-WQRI GM
returns to
position
Amanda Newman
Business Manager
WQRl's former
General Manger, Henry
Lindner, has been reinstat~d to his position.
As of Friday, Feb.
19, Lindner, a sophomore, was given his position back in a meeting
that convened to discuss Lindner's recent
impeachment and the
apparent violation of
WQRl's constitution
and Student Senate's
bylaws.
Some of the violations made by the majority of the e-board
included not honoring
the one-week waiting
period between issuing
a letter of impeachment and the e-board
vote, failing to alert all
members of the eboard of the desire to
impeach, and not maintaining the correct majority of two-thirds [of
the board] for signing
of the letter, items
which are expfidtly outlined in WQRl's constitution.
Present at the
meeting was Brendan
Boyle, student body
president, who <;>bserved, ~long with representatives from
Student Senate's Clubs
and Organizations
Committee, the majority of the WQRI eboard, and WQRl's
advisor, Adrianne
Mukiria.
Boyle said that
Senate played an active
role in Lindner's reinstatement, acting as a
judicial board. "When a
grievance comes in,
that's when the appeals process begins,"
Boyle said.
Lindner filed an official complaint with
Student Senate which
began the investigation
into the violations
made by WQRl's eboard.
"At the hearing,
Senate discussed sanctions to give to theeboard," Boyle said.

The sanctions delivered included the immediate reinstatement
of Lindner, the nullification of all decisions
made by the e-board
during the period between Lindner's impeachment and his
reinstatement, and, in
response to WQRl's upcoming elections, the
creation of an elections
committee, to be overseen by Senate representatives to ensure
fairness.
Despite the impeachment, Lindner is
optimistic and eager to
get back to work.
"I sent a letter to
my e-board. saying that
I was willing to adopt
some of the things they
said needed to be
changed," Lindner said.
"Some of them were
valid points. Even
though we disagreed,
I'm willing to work with
all of them. It was a
learning experience
about leadership*and
communfCatfott.
"I look forward to
moving past our differences and hope this decision will help to bring
the e-board together,"
Lindner said.
Boyle expressed
similar ideals.
"This will hopefully
make other organizations go over their own
constitutions when
making important or indepth decisions. This
impeachment was important. It has proven
that it will serve as a
great example for reevaluations to follow,"
Boyle said."There is an
opportunity here, and
it gives [clubs and organizations] the
chance to re-evaluate
what is important to
the organizations, how
they operate, their relationships with other organizations and how
organizations and senate can work successfully in conjunction
together."

MARRIAGE: Despite opposition bill,
gay marriage is still legal in N.H.
continued from page t
an opportunity to bring
leaders to [New Hampshire] who are willing to
continue the good work
that is already being

done and continue the
fight for individual freedoms and equality."
Feinberg's sentiments were echoed by
State Representative
James Splaine in an inter-

view by The Boston
Globe. "I'm very
pleased ... that we've gotten to a point where
we're willing to say yes
to marriage equality,"
Splaine said.

Lez-behonest. com

ATTENTION:

College Fresh111en
Need a great part-time job?

Earn TOP $$$ at Gold Medal Bakery as a
Machine Operator or Shipper
Advantages ...
~

Earn $14.55/hr after training
,. PLUS $1.00/hr sh~ft differential
,. PLUS Time and 1h Overtime Pay (when applicable)
~ PLUS apportunity to qualify for end-of-summer bonus.
(Average bonus is $400)

,. Work part-time during the school year around your school
schedule- continue with more hours during the summer!
•No experience necessary* * Must be at least 18 years old *

* Some weekend avallablllty a must*
* *Must be willing to continue worklng durlntfsummer break•*

No Issue Next Week

If interested, complete application #1 at
www.goldmedalbakery.com/iobs

There will not be an issue of
The Hawks' Herald coming
out next week. Our next
issue will be out the week
before Spring Break, on
Monday, Mar. 8 .

OR
Apply in person (Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm; Sat 8:00am-12noon)
at Gold Medal Bakery** 21 Penn St.** Fall River, MA

•

~
MEDAL

~Y~,,,,
Henry Lindner

-..,
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Senate passes bill to fund academics
same conference.
Prior to the meeting, Senate did not fund
second semester senOn Monday, Feb.
iors because "the fund22, the Student Senate
ing for such conferences
passed two bills, the
is generated from the
first allowing funding to
Student Activities Fee
send junior Nicole Foti
(SAF), a $260 charge on
to the Popular Culture
every full-time day stuAssociation National
dent's tuition. The totaJ
Conference in St. Louis,
SAF generated is annuMo., and the second to
ally dispersed to all Uniprovide second semesversity clubs and
ter seniors with funding
organizations. So the
for academic-related
SAF fosters student parwork, as in the case of
ticipation in active
senior Kurt Shlagengroups. But second sehauf, who askecf for
mester seniors were
funding to attend the
considered poor recipients for conference
funding because, graduating in May,
they wouldn't
necessarily
contribute to
next year's
dub and organization
growth," student senator
Cory Egan
wrote in a
statement
Tuesday night.
Foti and
Schlagenhauf
had come to
Senate in early
February requesting assistance to fund
Nicole Foti will be able to go pres- the trip. Acent her paper in St. Louis. - cording to
Foti, they al-

Kelleigh Welch
Editor-in-Chief

Th.e Hawks'
Herald

ready had funding from
there may >e situations
These include written
the English Department
where we :an't afford
proof that all alternative
and the Dean of the Col- to fund th1 ;. It works
sources of support were
lege of Arts and Scithe same a ; the finance
exhausted before apences, however they
committee "
proaching Senate, and
didn't have
the self-provision of a
enough.
portion of the total
But it
"We can help s :udents
costs is done by the stuwasn't just
dent hoping to attend
the funding find where to g,)
the conference."
that was an
"We can help stuissue. Schladents find where to go,"
_ · Ashley )aunders Senate Vice President
genhauf is a
second-seAshley Saunders said.
mester sen"They come to us and
Accor, ingto stuior, and despite the
we can tum them in the
honor of being selected
dent senat >r Brian Mcright direction."
for this conference, Sen- Grath, this 'shows that
Students are adate bylaws prohibited
vised to use this as a last
Senate als strongly
the funding of Schlagen- supports a :ademics.''
step when looking for
hauf.
Foti an d Schlagenfunding for academic
"This has been an
haufwere ;elected to
work, and there is no
ongoing argument for
represent wo of20 stu- guarantee that they will
three or four years.
dents in th ! conference. receive funding after
However, it's just been
Howe er, the new
submitting a proposal.
assumed that there is a
bill does co me with
However, seniors
lack of support for secguidelines
who are in their second
ond semester seniors.
"The p rimaryworry
semester no longer
What some of the sena- is that Sen 1te funds will
have to worry about
tors did this time was
be exploit d by stuthe prohibition of fundmake a valuable argudents unw lling to coning by Senate.
ment that second setribute to ieirown
"That dynamic is
mester seniors should
projects o who have
very interesting," Egan
get funding because
neglected o ask other
said. "Senate's here to
they can bring somerelevantd partments
promote the interest of
thing to the school."
forfinanci I assistance
students. As students,
However, with the
such as th irown Acawe a are here to study,
passing of the second
demic Dep 1rtments,"
that's our interest, so
bill, these seniors can be Egan wrot · in his statewhy can't we be more
funded by Student Senment. "To nitigate this
forthcoming to funding
ate in regards to acaconcern, a ist of reacademic interests.?"
demic-related needs.
quirement was incor"We now have the
porated in :he bill
ability to help subsidize
ensuring th at Senate
ttie cos.t.." Egan,~. ~~Jt .~~t ~f88*· 21122-~
will always l:>e made on
gency, 'end o t e road' - - - an ad-hoc basis, and
source offumding.
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Global Fest to celebrat e cultures
Katlyn Proctor
Herald Staff Reporter
Roger Williams University's
Annual Global Fest is coming
up soon. On April 7 from 12 to 3
p.m., students can browse
around the fieldhouse and
check out all the diversity that
RWU has to offer. International

students and student-run clubs
and organizations on campus
set up intera.ctive tables with
games, trivia, information and
even food, to get students
more involved and interested.
"Global Fest is a celebration of different cultures, backgrounds, ethnicities and beliefs
at Roger Williams University,"
Co-President Aimee Curran

said.
A few countries tha will
be represented at the G )bal
Fest are Saudi Arabia, It lyand
Vietnam. In addition to a II the
displays there will be an nteractive workshop from 3 :04
p.m.
"Every year the wo <Shop
changes, and this year w e are
trying to do a Celtic dan e les-

son," said Curran.
AJI students are invited to
attend this free event. Prizes
will be given out to those who
visit more than ten exhibits.
Keep your eyes out for more
information and watch the calendar.

-

~

Amanda Newman

Staff Reporters
Connor Gentilcore

..

.

'

Abby CUnnln~ham
Katlyn Proctor

Contributors
Kerry Burke

Looking for a part-time offer where you can earn $1400 to $2400
every two weeks?
Are you dedicated?
Over 21?
Computer literate?
Have access to the Internet one to two h Jurs a week?

Christina Adamczyk

.

If you answered yes, then we have your career waiting for yo J ! Canes Ultralights Inc. is
currently seeking store managers, assistant managers, traine e managers and payment
clerks to work at your own flexible sche jule!

Erica Seymour

..
The content of
The Hawks' Herald
represents the Interests, views
and opinions of its contributors, not those of Roger
WOllams University.

And it only takes a little bit of your tim e!
If you think you have what Canes Ultralights is looking for, con tact us with your resume at

rjordan263canesultralights@gma ii.com
...that's rjordan263canesu ltralights@gma I.com.
Hurry... don't wait!
This great opportunity is limited, so contact Canes U tralight Inc. today!

J

a?
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RECYCLING: University produces average percentage
of recycling of waste compared to other schools
continued from page 1
cause the equipment that
convert bottles, boxes,
cans and paper into a
shippable form are built
to handle a single type of
material, workers at recycling plants have to sift
through shipments of recycled waste to remove
the contaminants before
sending it to machines.
This slows the entire recycling plant down.
The Rhode Island Resource Recovery Corporation (RIRRC), the
company running the
state landfill and recycling
plant, enforces strict contamination rules. Consequently, so do the people
who pick up Roger
Williams University's recycling at bring it to the
RIRRC.
Allied Waste Services,
a division of Republic
Services Inc., is contracted to pick up the
trash and recycling from
campus. Their workers do
not accept recycling bins
with more than 10 percent contamination.
Therefore, a container full
of glass bottles that has
candy wrappers and napkins strewn on top may
be left on the curb.
Though they are recyclable on their own, plastic bags are the most
common contaminant, according to Jay Condrick,

Major Account Executive
you bring it to the recyfor Allied Waste. Many re- cling facility and it gets recyclers fill plastic bags
jected," Condrick said.
with empty bottles and
The RIRRC defends
cans and then dump the
their recycling rules, howbags in recycling bins.
ever, saying that they are
When the bin is brought
no more strict than any
to the recycling plant, the other facility.
bags cause problems with
"Most places in the
the bottle machines, Condrick
,
11
said. Simply not
l don t Want people
tossing the bag
tO get the message
in with its contents would enthat recycling is bad
sure that the
,
'
bin's contents
but that S the last
are recycled.
· t 0 ma ke. If YOU
ChOICe
But even
some bins that
can reduce your
pass Allied
.
Waste's inspecusage first ... then
tion fair to meet
,
th•
t
the RIRRC's stan- th ere S no Ing 0 redards. One of the cycle."
I
biggest discrep,
ancies between
- Scott Yonan
the two groups
lies in plastics.
Though Allied Waste
United States that have
accepts plastic types one
recycling programs rethrough seven, the RIRRC strict something," said
,
only has the equipment
Sarah Kite, Director of R~
to process types one and
cycling Services forthe
two. Therefore, much of
RIRRC. "For a variety of
Allied Waste's plastics
reasons, our rules and the
gets rejected by the
general laws allow us to
RIRRC, who charge Allied
take materials that we
Waste for the newly decan market."
clared trash. Allied Waste
Kite said the economy dictates what mate- in tum defers this charge
to their clients, Jike RWU.
rials the RIRRC can
"It gets a little frusprocess. Though the cortrating and a little demor- poration was planning on
alizing ... if you institute a buying machinery capable
recycling program on a
of processing plastic
campus or a business and types three through

I

CREDIT: Companies
are required under
the new law to tell
people before
raising interest rates
continued from page 1
if your payment is due on a
holiday or weekend, you will
have until the next business
day to pay.
Changes in communication required of the credit
companies also come with the
new law.
The credit card companies
are now required to tell you 45
days before they can increase
your interest rate, change certain fees that apply to your account, or make other
significant changes to the
terms of your card. The companies will also start telling
you how long it will take you
to pay off your balance if you
only pay the minimum balance
and how much you would
have to pay each month to
pay off your balance in three
years. These things will be included on the bill.
Your credit card company

also cannot increase your interest rate for the first year
after you open your account.
If the company raises your interest rate after the first year,
the rate only applies to new
charges on the card.
You need to tell your
credit card company if you
want to allow charges that go
over your credit limit. If you do
not choose to allow over-thelimit transactions and one
goes through anyway, your
credit card company cannot
charge you an over-the-limit
fee.
Credit card fees (not including late fees) cannot total
more than 25 percent of your
initial credit limit. So if your
starting credit limit is $soo,
your first year of fees cannot
exceed $125.
More information can be
found online at federalreserve.gov.

f

seven, the demand for
these types of plastics
died down when the
global recession hit in fall
2008, Kite said. So with
no one to sell types three
through seven to, the
RIRRC was forced to give
up on trying to recycle
those plastics.
The purveyors of recyclingatRWUunderstand _the diffic~lties of
recycling effectJVely, and
theysaytheytrytomake
the campus as conducive
aspossibletogoodrecyding practices.
ScottYonan, AssistanttotheVice President
of Student Affairs & Director of Special Projects,
spearheaded the recycling program at RWU." I
just had to make sure that
I had recycling containers
that are c1ear1y labeled an
over campus easily accessible," Yonan said.
· To encourage paper
recycling, Yonan purchased and distributed
paper recycling bins that
have labels listing what
should and should not be
put inside. He also ordered about 50 indoor recycling containers, 40
outdoor containers, and
100 blue paper toters, he

said.
To help teach students how to recycle
smartly, Yonan organized
the Eco-Reps, an all-student group of recycling
gurus. The Eco-Reps are
tasked to sustain efficient
recycling in the campus
dorms.
The combined efforts
of Yonan and the EcoReps have increased recycling on campus, Yonan
said About 10 to 15 percent of the total waste Allied Waste picks up on
campus is recycling, Condrick said. RWU's percentage is average for a
university, according to
Condrick.
Students should take
notice of the order of the
three Rs, Yonan said.
"I don't want people
to get the message that

recycling is bad, but that's
the last choice to make. If
you can reduce your
usage first ... then there's
nothing to recycle. If you
can't reduce the usage,
than reduce the thing
that you use. Third best is
to recycle that which is
going to end up if the
fandfill if you don't recycle it.
"Doing something
good for the earth
doesn't require a big sacrifice. It may seem like a
small act, but if you take
thousands of these small
acts and put them together, it makes a big difference."

said.

"There are only so
many places people ...
can put their trash, and as
long as you make it convenient for people, they
[will recycle]," Yonan

R/RRC

University Library surveys look for
feedback to make changes
Kelleigh Welch

Editor-in-Chief
During the month
of March, the RWU library will hold a survey
for students and staff
to review the quality
of services.
"[The survey] allows us to compare
ourselves to other like
institutions," Elizabeth Learned, Associate Dean of the
University Library,
said.

"We want to
know what people
think because we
want to build our services, get the attention
of the administration
and work with budgets."
Most schools do
the survey every three
to four yeas, but
Learned said the library may start doing
it more frequently.
The survey can be
taken online, but will
also be handed out in

the Commons, the
from 1 to 9 and has
three sections, one for
lobby of the Recreation Center and in the minimal, desired and
library.
perceived service.
The last survey
In return, students
who take the survey
was done in 2004 and
will be entered into a
had a 17 percent reraffle for prizes. Acsponse. As a result of
the last survey, more
cording to Learned,
prizes may include gift quiet study areas were
cards to local restauadded, along with
rants and the grand
more computers and
online databases.
prize may be a flight
voucher or iPad.
"[The survey]
helps us get the
The survey is 44
questions long, and
_ money to do things
each question is scaled that the students
want,"
Learned said.
"After the last
survey we really did make
great improvements.''

Left: This library
promotional
video can be accessed through
Blackboard.
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Growing up N.H.
Katlyn Proctor
Herald Staff Reporter

"Today we are standing up
for the liberties of same-sex couples by making clear that they will
receive the same rights, responsibilities -and resp,ect - under New
Hampshire law.'
-New Hampshire Governor,
John Lynch.
One
would be
surprised
at how difficult a subject this is
to write
about. I sat
and pondered my
approach
for many
reasons.
One, I simply could
not think
of howl
wanted to
express my
opinion.
Two, I
could not
decide
whether
my sister
would be
mad that I
was speaking out
while she is
still so shy.
And three,
although I
completely
support the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community, I
am nervous of the positive or
negative reaction I may get from
my friends, family and peers. This
nervousness however, is not
enough to keep me from adding
my two cents.
I have lived in New Hampshire for more than 10 years.
My sister, Alexe, is a lesbian.
Growing up with my sister
was nothing out of the ordinary.
She was always the tomboy
adorned with basketball shorts, a
Chicago Bulls sweatshirt and her
hair in a ponytail while I was what
my parents called "the glitter
princess." She would never let
me come close with a makeup
brush or a bottle of nail polish.
When she reached 6th grade, she
copped the usual attitude and

completely disrespected my parents like a nonnal child would at
this age. But for some reason,
she never grew out of it. When
she reached high school, it got
even worse for some reason.
There were never-ending fights
and a constant bitterness lingering from her room. Confused, my
parents and I watched my sister
spiral into depression and ache

thought of coming out had tortured her for years.
Nothing had ever hurt me
more than tne thought of her
being so tonnented by not being
able to be herself because of the
fear of being accepted (or rejected) by everyone in her life. I
never realized the psychological
impact this could have on someone.
Her coming out has
changed noth·
ing in my family. We all love
Alexe and re·
spect her for
who she is.
Watching
Alexe struggle
with the difficulty of coming out was
one of the
worst things
ever. When
her heart
aches, mine
does. When
she is unhappy, I am
too. I am so
glad to finally
know that she
can be happy
with herself.
And I am
pleased that
the state that
I live in respects the

.

while we couldn't do anything
about it.
As a side note, I would do absolutely anything for my sister. I
have never loved anyone so
much in my entire life and although this could be dangerous
to say, I love her more than I love
my parents. Home isn't always
the best place for us. My parents
were never around and when
they were, before divorcing,
times weren't happy. That's why
we are a team. I would die for her
and do anything in my power to
see her happy. Through thick and
thin we are there for each other
and it broke my heart into pieces
to see her like this.
Within the past couple
months, Alexe came out. And I
have never seen her happier. She
finally confided in me that the

From.the Princeton Review

Olympic sport and why?
Connor Gentilcore
Herald Staff Reporter

"Hockey
because
it's exciting and a
lot of people are
into it."
Christian Haddad,

2013

rush."

Jen Ayala 2013

Meghan Sullivan 2013

Top 20 gay-friend~ schools
1. New York University
2. Stanford University
3. New College of Florida
4. Swarthmore College
5. Emerson College
6. Simon's Rock College of Bard
7. Prescott College
8. Wellesley College
9. Marlboro College
10. Mounth Holyoke College
11. Bennington College
12. Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering
13. Macalester College
14. Hampshire College
15. Grinnell College
16. Warren Wilson College
17. Reed College
18. Smith College
19. Pitzer College
20. Vassar College

What is your favorite Winter

~ul!tfftf Off1\Ji.

mankind
enough to
allow same-sex marriage. I am
pleased to know that my sister
can live a life with her partner
and be accepted for it, without
worry of not being able to be
wed.
I believe that it completely
goes against the rights of humankind to restrict people from
experiencing love. One should
never have to worry about who
they love, and where they do it.
The rest of the United States
should pick up on this movement
and set aside their differences.
Everyone should be happy and
truthfully, it is wrong to allow
people to suffer. What kind of nation are we to not allow people
their right of happiness?

Subm1ttecf Photo

The Hawks' Herald asked:

"Figure
Skating
since Evan
Lysacek is
hot."

Did we piss you off?

..
Did someone else piss
you off?

Is something on·campus
pissing you off?

"Snowboarding because it's
way better
than
anything
else."

Tell us about it.
hawksherald@gmail.com
No anonymous submissions, please.

Anna Dallendorfer 2013
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Stories that spark your interest

Art sho.w helps Haiti

•

Kelleigh Welch
An art show in the library on Wednesday
night raised money for Haiti relief.

Top workstudy job on ·campus is Hawk's Nest Desk Attendent
Katlyn Proctor
Herald Staff Reporter

It's finally been done. After
intensive investigating, the best
work-study job has been discovered. The criteria were
based on what the typical (honest) student wants to do when
they get to work -nothing.
When you team up nothing
with being able to eat text and
do homework without being
constantly interrupted by questions, telephones or other students, you have the best
work-study job.
Some work-study jobs
were ruled out in the beginning. Anything that involved
walking outside in the cold, answering lots of phone calls or
photocopying was knocked
from the list. Other work-study
jobs were more closely examined.
For example, being a Public
Safety Attendant. Although you
get to hang with the toughest

teachers who cannot get the
enforcers on campus all day
is easy for most of us, and the
best part about this job is carry- DVD player to work for the life
and you get to do your homeing around a walkie-talkie and
of them. But, dealing with
work, it is a far walk from
punching in at the North camdriving a golf<art. You get to
stressful situations isn't always
fun when you can be listening
pus location to the tiny public
hang in the basement of the library and wait on frustrated
to your iPod and doing homesafety hut. And then back to
work. B~ing repunch out. It's
a little bit on
quired to walk (or
drive) outside in
the more seriweather condious side, altions ranging from
though we all
know how nice
extreme heat to
snowy-rain, is a
Public Safety
hassle.
actually is. One
The winner of
perk (1 would
the best workassume) that
study job was tiwould keep it in
tled "Hawks Nest
the running: no
tickets. Feel
Desk Attendant"
by student L.J. Zarfree to argue
paylic. This job, felme on my
low students, has
choice ofruling
it all. Located
out public
nicely next to cofsafety attendant.
fee, sweet treats
Next off
and smoothies,
the list is Media
Mark Fusco d.esk atten~ants
.
simply monitor the
Services AssisColin Gadoury, a senior, and Nadia Kowalski, also a senior, work at pool tables video
tant. Working
I
I
t he Haws Nest game station and
with electronics

TV. These are the people you
are required to check in with in
order to get permission to play.
Also, as a desk attendant, you
can: watch TV, if not taken by
another student, play video
games and pool, depending on
the 'hours and if students are
using it, eat, do homework with
little to no interruptions, talk
on the phone, sleep and listen
to music. During the day there
is a "manager" who makes
rounds, but I heard he is a nice
guy.
So when choosing a workstudy job, choose wisely. Narrow down the options and
weigh out your best choice.
Feel free to argue with me
on my choice. E-mail me at
kproctor687@g.rwu.edu

Lifesty1e
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Bristo in the springtime

I

I

I

What to do, where to eat and how to keep yourself entertained without leaving town
MASSACHUUTTS

Spring is coming, and that means
it's time for students to get into
Bristol ~nd enjoy living on the
coast. Here, we highlight some of
Bristol's finest restaurants, coolest
places to hang out and
entertaining things to do to keep
you occupied this spring.

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,
....

I'+

~

a(t Bay Bike

P~t~~

I• Go for ...a walk
- downtown. Poke- your
-head
--into that cake store,
I meet the people who work at the toy and book stores, and stop by

!'lo~

RIDOT

~ C::

• the Beehive Cafe for some coffee.
L. - . - . - . - . - · - • - • -

For Pizza:
Papa Joe's Wrap Shack.
Try the buffalo chicken
pizza. Trust us, it's delicious.

: I!
=
J!
en
.;!

Rlparks.com

......

•-

•-

•-

·-

·-

Blithewold Mansion
and Gardens: You
drive by them often
enough, why not
stop by and figure
out what is actually
there?

~, "''

~·~t·

· .I

For Ice Cream:
The Daily Scoop. It's
local, it's fresh and it's
homemade.

·

For lunch with visiting ~
grandparents:
~
Topside Bar & Lounge. ~
Their new atmosphere ~
and menu are great. ~
Plus, they have a deck.

i

·············-····························································································································--·····························-····--·····················································································································································-··································:

Do You
Enjoy Tanning?
Come Hear an RWU Alumnus
Tell Her Story

:i

March 4th at 7pm
•
1n CAS 157

Sponsored By: Alumni Relations and Special Events,
the Women's Center and
the Health Education Office

e
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The Columnists
Spreading the Lenten Love
Kerry Burke and Christina Adamczyk
Contributors
When Chrissy and I de- cart to her car and then recided to forgo the traditurn the cart to the other
tional Lenten sacrifices and side of the store. I felt like
help strangers instead of
crap, my nose was running,
and as sad as I am to admit
giving up a food or a bad
habit, we weren't sure
this, on any other day I
what lay ahead of us. We
would have probably
walked away. But on this
felt open-minded about
particular Saturday, I rethis refreshing new idea,
and were hoping that it
membered that I had made
would provide us with that a promise to myself, and to
wann fuzzy feeling people
the readers of The Hawks'
are always talk about.
Herald that I would help
We began on Ash
out strangers in need.
Wednesday, improving the
I offered to help, and
life of one stranger everyher face lit up. She was so
day. We started with small delighted- I thought she
things, like holding the
was going to hug me.
After teaching her how to
door for someone a few
steps behind us, or letting
use the 'unlock' button on
someher keychain,
one go "I felt like crap my
putting the
in front
'
bags in the
of us at nose was running,
car and rethat
and as sad as I am tumingher
damned to admit this on any carttothe
Cum'
store, she
canedmea
berland other day I would
Farms
have probably
sweetheart
inter,,
andwe
partedways.
section. wa lked away.
These
- Kerry Burke
onthe
drive home, I
are
started thinkthings
that we
ing about my
should do all the time, but
grandmother and how
forget to do in our everythankful she is when a
day hustle and bustle.
"nice young man helps her
Chrissy and I were
carry her groceries to the
planning on volunteering
car". She gets so excited
at the Animal Shelter this
that she tells us all about
past weekend, but unforit... and tells us about it
again a week later. This littunately I was hit with the
plague, also known as the
tle old woman could very
common cold, so we dewell have been someone's
cided to postpone it until
grandmother, and it felt
next weekend. Instead, I
good to know that I had
helped someone. Who
was stuck on my couch
with a box of tissues and a
knows, maybe I restored
this woman's faith in our
bottle of Nyquil. As I was
leaving CVS post-Nyquil
generation.
purchase, I ran into an inI'm not sharing this
with you to highlight my
teresting opportunity. I
was getting into my car,
good deed- I'm no saint. I
and I looked up and saw an am sharing this with you so
elderly woman struggling
that you might consider
to push her shopping cart.
helping someone out and
making their day better.
She had three fairly small
bags, but she had a hard
Even something as small as
time lifting even the lighthelping someone pick up
est one out of the cart. As
their fallen books can
she started walking tomake that person's day
better. Get out there,
ward her car with the first
bag, the cart started to
RWU, and lend a helping
blow away down the sidehand.
-Kerry Burke
walk.
I was faced with
a decision. I'm sure if
I had left her to fend
for herself, she could
have gotten the rest
of her bags into her
car and driven away
just fine, but on the
other hand, it was a
cold day, and the
poor woman would
have had to make
several trips from the

E!EI

Albums for your iPod _I

Yelp.com
Read reviews of whatever you could possibly
want to do In a city, posted by people who
have already been there and done that. From
restaurants to nightlife to shopping, Yelp.com
compiles reviews of everything you need.

BoingBoing.net
A website for nerds everywhere. Wide ranges
of technology topics are covered, including
giving a dog a spa day in a hyperbaric oxygen
chamber in Tokyo. If you love technology,
check it out.

"Climategate: The World's
Biggest "Story, Everywhere but

Here"
Pajamasamedia.com
A blog article discussing international policies
on ~limate change, and blatantly pointing out
that the U.S. media does not cover any of it.
The post also points out that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change made several errors. Go read the post.

HH Health Tips
Kadyn Proctor
Herald Staff Reporter

With an average wind chill
around 35 degrees and wind
gusts that go up to 35 mph, Roger
Williams University students are
constantly exposed to cold, harsh
winds in the winter compared to
other college students. This
causes more students to suffer
from dry, cracked and even bleeding hands than most. Here are
some helpful tips to keep hands
moisturized in tough winter conditions.
Moisturize. Don't be afraid to
put lotion on. Try to stay away
from scented lotions and lotions
that contain shimmer or glitter.

The best lotion is something unscented and can be as simple as a
cheap store brand product. Lubriderm offers a whole line of skin
care from extra dry skin to sensitive skin. This can be found at CVS
Drugstores for only a few more
dollars.
Sunscreen. Sunscreen is necessary all year long, believe it or
not. Just because we don't see
the sun while walking to class,
doesn't mean the hannful rays
are piercing the clouds. Sunscreen wiffhelp keep skin moisturized especially if you are going
on a weekend long-snowboarding
trip or a long walk.
Hydrate. Drinking lots of
water is so good for your body

and your skin. Although students
tend to reach for hot chocolate
during cold weather, water
should always accompany it because it will keep all skin hydrated
and fresh.
Wear gloves. Like an extra
layer of skin, gloves will block the
dry wind from cracking the skin
on your hands and keep them
warmer.
Stick to warm showers. As
college students, we tend to turn
the temperature up in the
shower. It's actually better for
your skin to take warmer showers. This causes more moisture to
stay in your skin, rather than
sweating it out.

Wo d
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World news and current events

Olympic Dreams

World Watch
Stability of the Euro
threatened
After years of releasing inaccurate
fiscal statements, Greece is facing a
credit crisis akin to the one suffered
by the United States in fall 2008. In
order to stem a financial crisis threatening to sweep through southern Europe, other countries with healthy
budgets, like Germany and France, are
poised to bailout the debt-laden Greeks.
Though it was one of the major supporters
of a unified European currency, Germany is
now hesitant to subscribe to a large-scale bailout,
fearing that it would endanger its own people's eco-

~
~...;

Olympic medal count:

nomic security in the
process. Inaction, however, may very well
weaken the euro to the
point of extinction.

Tall ua what you thlnkl

An unlikely Arab ally shapes up
Thougff Pakistan harbored terrorist groups in the past; the country is beginning a tentative
working relationship with United States coalition forces. Working off jointly gathered intelligence, U.S. special forces captured the Taliban's deputy leader and operational commander Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar in the Pakistani province Karachi.
Meanwhile, U.S. troops have earned an important victory in Afghanistan's ultra-hostile
southeast region. U.S. forces in conjunction
with Afghan troops gained control of Hel- a
a
•
a :a:
a
1
mand, one of Afghanistan's most dangerous
provinces. This victory gives U.S. troops
needed momentum in their complex and
treacherous mission to eradicate Taliban insurgents taking refuge in southeast
Afghanistan.

vancouver2010.com/olympic-medals/

LSAT. classes
starting soon!

Chad-Sudan peace agreement could benefit Darfur

..

A truce signed by Idriss Deby and Omar al-Bashir, presidents of Chad and
Sudan respectively, represents an agreement mutually beneficial to the two
the two waring countries. Both leaders hope to earn votes in their upcoming elections by
bringing stability to the countries' strife-ridden
boarder, located in Sudan's Darfur region.
Though peace deals between the two countries
have historically been ill-fated (one lasted only
for two days) this accord is unique because it's
mutually beneficial. If the truce proves enduring,
C H A D
.; · .,.,..
violence in Darfur could be alleviated. Chad supported Darfurian rebels in the past. Analysts
argue that with Chad's support absent, Darfur
could make true progress towards peace.

I

....._0

Seating Is Umltedl

cau or visit us onUne today to enroll

1-800-KAP-TEST

I

kaptest.com/lsat

mi-testaar..

l1larlllteed or
Yollf lllOllty NclL"

3LSA0005 "lSAT •• a ~ lradematl< of the Law School Admission
which was not inv00ed
on the producbon of, and does not endcnle. lhs product. -c-Onditions and restrictions apply For complele
guarantee eligsbollty iequoremerns via<t l<aplutcomlhsg. The lfogher Score Guarantee applies C<lly to Kaplan
c:ourMS tal<eo and completed W1thon the United States, Canada, Meicico, Ille Untted Kingdom. and France.

c:ouidi,
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BASKETBALL: College predictions continued
continued from page 12
The most important game of the
day will be featured in Syracuse, where·
the Orangemen are hostin~ their largest
crowd in th~Carrier Domes history.
Villanova will travel north to try and
take down their Big East rivals. The Wildcats are one of the best teams in the
league, but are coming off two straight
losses. A win here would be huge for
them, They also have to play West Virginia and will not want to end their season with two losses against ranked

opponents.
Syracuse seems to be the best team
in the aig East, but the strength of the
conference has been catching up to all
of the top schools. Wes Johnson will
lead the way for his squad and, if the Orangemen can contain Scottie Reynolds,
they should be in a 9ood position. The
Dome will be rockin for this late-night
game, as people in the Syracuse area
get ready for their bigg~st "orange-out"
ever.
Syracuse 78-Villanova 70

syracuse.com

HOCK~Y:

Hawks' hockey wraps
up their season
Abby Cunningham
StaffWriter
The newly created RWU
men's club ice hockey team
entered its first year of play
this past October in the competitive ACHA DI! league.
The ACHA, or American Collegiate Hockey Association, is a
very aggressive league with
regional and national tournaments. Because of the competiverress of the league, the
squad faced powerhouse
teams such as Boston College, Northeastern University, University of
Connecticut and University of
Vermont among many others.
The men's season opener
was full of anticipation, as

they hosted Northeastern
University. Despite a tough
effort, RWU's first ever dub
ice hockey team was defeated 15-2. Sean Reilly gave
the Hawks their first tally of
the game with Devin Zucker
assisting the goal. The Hawks
second goal was contributed
by Daniel l'Esperance and assisted by teammates Chester
Potter and Frank Castorina.
Although the men started
out on a bad foot, their future seemed bright.
Two games after their first
loss, the RWU men's club ice
hockey team discovered
what winning truly felt like.
Merrimack College hosted
Roger Williams, as the Hawks
defeated the Warriors 1-0.
With one win under their
belts, the squad kept the win-

Canada pulls within
one goal with 3 mins. left

ning streak alive with two
more wins over Lyndon State
College and Connecticut College. The rest of the season
seemed to favor the Hawk's
opponents, but nevertheless,
the men showed great effort
in their first ever RWU club
ice hockey season.
RWU's new club ice
hockey team allows students
to play at the collegiate level,
while getting an excellent education. Students straight
out of high school or prep
school have the opportunity
to grow as individuals on the
ice, as well as have the
chance to better the school's
young program. The men will
be back on the ice next October rigorously working to
achieve a successful season.

continued from page 12
As the 3rd period went, team
Canada's desperation became apparent, peppering USA goal
keeper Ryan Miller with shot after
shot. Team Canada pulled within
one with a goal when the team's
assistant captain, Sydney Crosby,
with only
three minutesfo go,
scored. In a
last ditch
effort, team
Canada
pulled
goalie Martin Brodeur.
Then
team USA
put the
game out
of reach.
American

Ryan Kesler chased down the _
puck and with a flick of his wrist
shot the puck into team Canada's
empty net to secure the game.
Team USA won the game 5-3.
A lot of sports analysts looked
at this game and compared it to
the game between team USA and
the USSR in
1980 atthe
lake Placid
Olympic
games.
Hopefully all answered if
these two
teams face
one another in a
possible
gold medal
match-up.
Reuters

0
dies with.a Suff«Jl~+lummttr Program.
SuffOR('.tJmversity wetcOines visiting under.gradbateAnd,graduate students to
~mmerc--intheheart:of8osbm
. ·
•
• Earil'•credit oo:~ online, or abroad
• ChOose courses in the College of Arts & Sciences.and Sawyer Business Schoof
• Take a 2-week Summer Institute arurse
• Stuc:ly abroad in
2~.6 week program~ in Paris, Mapnd, Loudqn ~mt'"
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Chinadaily.com
The U.S. Olympic hockey team defeated Canada on Sunday night.

U.S. Olympic hockey team defeats
Canada,5-3
Will Boshes
Assistant Sports Editor

Cheerieading
team places first
in Portsmouth
Cheer Challenge
Katlyn Proctor
Herald Staff Reporter
The life of a cheerleader consists of practice, fundraising, games
and competition. Fundraising is for
the team apparel and gear necessary to practice. Practice and games
are all build-up to competition,
where multiple schools bring their
best routine, involving stunting,
dancing, cheering and tumbling,
and the best team wins.
Roger Williams University
cheerleaders did just that.
RWU's own 24 girls represented RWU and placed first in the
All-Girls Division of the Portsmouth
Cheer Challenge Competition on
Feb. 6. "It is just a great group of
girls,'' said cheerleading coach Andrea Merisotis. All girls brought
their best along with a little piece of
RWU pizazz and they won a trophy.
The team regularly performs at
the men's basketball games, pep
rallies, Casino Night and Midnight
Madness. "Other than competitition, basketball games are our main
focus,'' said Merisotis.
The team itself is currently only
conditioning and getting ready for
more fundraising where they plan
on selling team gear.
"I was in the right place at the
right time, said Merisotis about becoming coach of the cheerleading
team. "For sure."

Do Americans believe in
miracles? Well, 30 years ago
they didn't and look what
happened- the Men's, U.S.
hockey team, composed of
college kids, defeated one
of the best hockey teams to
ever attend the Olympic
games, The Russian hockey
team. Now, fast forward 29
years and 364 days, almost
exactly 30 years after their
historic match-up against
Russia, and the American
Olympic hockey team was
face to face with yet another shot at history.
On Sunday Feb. 21 the
American hockey team was
faced up against the heavily

favored Canadian hockey
team. Some of the best
hockey players that play in
the NHL are Canadian. With
players such as Sidney
Crosby, Jarome lginla, Rick
Nash and Joe Thorton, the
star studded roster looked
like they were unstoppable
in their first two games,
beating up on Norway and
handling Switzerland. Then
along came the Americans,
with an average age on the
team of only 26 years old.
This inexperienced team
was going to face off
against the number one
seed in the tournament.
Once the puck was
dropped it was non-stop action, only 41 seconds into

the game is when Brian
Rafalski of team USA scored
the first goal.
The Americans were
ahread for most of the first
period until Canadian forward Eric Staal tied the
game at 1-1. Whenever the
Canadians scored, team USA
would soon follow with a
goal of their own. At the
end of the 1st period, team
USA was up 2-1.
With only three minutes
gone in the 2nd period,
team Canada tied the game
scoring a goal that was then
followed by another team
USA goal. It seemed whenever team Canada would tie
the game team USA would
answer back with a goal of

their own to recapture the
lead.
Heading into the 3rd
and final period team USA
was up 3-2. Halfway through
the period, team USA
scored to take a commanding 4-2 lead. Could it be that
this young. much less expEt
rienced team could pull off
one of the biggest upsets
since, oh lets think, roughly
30 years ago?

College basketball weekend approaches
Dan Malkin
Sports Editor
This upcoming weekend
will be one of the most important and exciting weekends in
all of college hoops.
As teams enter the final
leg of their seasons, it will be
vital for them to be playing at
their highest level. The weekend will also consist of five
standout games featuring
ranked teams looking to make
a push heading into the NCAA
tournament.
The first game of the afternoon will be Kentucky traveling to Knoxville to take on
the Volunteers. It will be an
SEC battle where both teams
have consistently played at a
high level in the conference all
season long. Tennessee is
coming off a loss on the road
against Florida and will need
to pull off an upset against the
Wildcats in order to keep their
top 25 ranking alive.
On the other hand, Kentucky is currently the second
ranked team in the nation, riding a very impressive sevengame winning streak. The Cats
feature a dynamic duo of
freshmen, as John Wall and

DeMarcus Cousins lead the
way for their squad. This has
the potential to be the best
game of the weekend as the
sellout crowd in Knoxville prepares for an upset.
Tennessee 82-Kentucky 80
The battle of the Lone
Star State
standouts is
sure to be
an intriguing
~
match up.
Both
1
teams have
had roller
/'r~,
coaster-type
seasons,
and an in conference victory
at this stage of the season
would be a major victory.
Last month the Longhorns were ranked at the No. 1
slot and have slid 20 positions
into their current rank. They
have struggled immensely on
the road, and a win at College
Station will not come easily.
Texas A&M is a well
rounded team that, on the
right day day, could beat any
opponent in the country.
They came close to beating Kansas last week and have
key wins against Texas Tech

~·.I

and Baylor..This-is going to be
a very close game and either
team could easily pull of the
victory.
However, the Longhorns
have too much at stake at this
point in their season, and I see
them coming out firing on all cylinders.
Texas 74-Texas
A&M70
Another eventful matchup will feature two of the
Mountain West's
top teams. New
Mexico will travel to
Utah to take on BYU
in a rematch of their
game in January.
The Lobos are the
hottest team in all
of basketball right
now and have won
12 straight games.
Jhey were able to
beat the Cougars at
home, 76-72, and
this game is sure to be
as close.
As of late, BYU has been
dominating teams and their
home court advantage should
play a huge role in taking
down New Mexico in this

game. The one-on-one
matchup between Jimmer Fredette and Darrington Hobson
at the guard position should
be an exciting one. If Fredette,
BYU's standout guard, can
knock down his shot consis-

nytimes.com
tently the Cougars will win this
game.
BYU 6~ew Mexico 67
See BASKETBALL on page 11

